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St. Luzibrücke
Chur, Switzerland / 2020

The St. Luzibrücke is going to be one of the essental pieces of the Chur landscape. The work, due to its height and positon, will be seen 
from multple places and will become, whatever its soluton, a dominant element in the landscape. The objectve of the project is, in our 
opinion, to carry out a technically, economically and administratvely correct work, and at the same tme neat, tmeless and respectul of 
the high landscape quality of the Plessur river valley.

The fundamental idea of   the proposal is to make a resounding and at the same tme clean bridge, with great structural and landscape 
strength, an epic soluton typical of the capabilites of a 21st century engineering sensitve to social and environmental conditons. The 
portco is perhaps the most natural soluton when it comes to bridging two rocky slopes steeply down the valley.

The proposed structure combines a classic deck of prestressed concrete and built by classic successive cantlevers, with two “blades” of 
reinforced concrete and a hollow secton that are monolithically twinned with the deck. The gantry has a 140-190-140 light board, the 
distance between the start of the "blades" being approximately 350 m, these being located in a line parallel to the elevaton of the deck, 
so that the blades are the same. The arrangement of lights has made it possible to build the bridge without bateries in the approach 
spans, thus generatng a structure with great neatness of lines.

The structure has been made entrely of concrete and only has support devices in the abutments, so the maintenance of the work will be 
minimal. The strrups have been placed slightly forward towards the valley to reduce the light from the side spans of the deck. This has 
the classic geometry of a straight lintel with variable depth, while blades that are hollow do not require prestressing thanks to the axial 
force transmited by the deck.
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